What Customers Say about Rushforth Solar installations:
Alan Lindy of Lindy Property
Management said (3/15/2010):
”Solar panels at Fountains Gardens offered a
unique combination of a quick payback period,
doing good for the environment, taking a lead
on renewal energy sources and offering Lindy
Property Management a positive, cutting edge
exposure.
I have known Jan and Alan for almost twenty
years and have tremendous faith in their
integrity, competence and thoroughness.
Alan’s technical expertise allowed him to
represent data, without hype and/or
exaggeration, and without twisting numbers.
Both Jan and Alan were a true pleasure to work
with.
I look forward to our next project together.”

Steve & Jean Ettinger, Elkins
Court Condo Assoc. 700 Elkins
Ave, Elkins Park PA, 2008 project:
“For long showers, the water’s always hot.
It’s surprising how much hot water we get
on a winter day... It feels natural...
When we wake up in the morning …the
bright sun in our eyes means “Free Hot
Water! It puts a smile on my face.”

Russell T. Gallagher, Gen. Mgr.,
New Horizons Housing, Phila,
7/11/2007 “…in the fall of 2006, Alan Rushforth
designed and installed a…DHW system…. Our
skepticism regarding the benefits of capturing
solar energy has been put to rest.…. As a
multi-family apartment owner, the return on
investment and the significantly reduced
costs for domestic hot-water have proven
to be sound reasons for making the
decision to move forward with additional
installations.”

Award winning and certified, Rushforth Solar LLC designs and installs Solar Hot Water
preheat systems & High Efficiency Hot Water Heaters for buildings that use lots of hot
water in the Greater Philadelphia Area.
•
•
•

AlanRushforth was the first NABCEP certified Solar Thermal Installer in the Philadelphia region
Penn Future honored Rushforth Solar with a Pioneer Green Power Award in 2008
The Sustainable Development Fund awarded their 1st SHW grant to Rushforth Solar LLC

Click for Reviews and Comments from Find-Solar.org
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